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nist sr-802, revision of the classic nist high-pressure gas compression refprop program, is available for download and commercial use. you can find out more on how to use and verify nist sr-802 here: nist sr-802 technical documentation. you can also download nist sr-802 for commercial use. nist sr-801, revision
of the classic nist high-pressure gas compression refprop program, is available for download and commercial use. you can find out more on how to use and verify nist sr-801 here: nist sr-801 technical documentation. you can also download nist sr-801 for commercial use. the refprop 9 software is a windows-
based, multi-meter, multifluid, and multiflow solution that can be deployed on desktop computers, laptops, tablets, and smart phones. it comes in two versions, a simple setup version and a more powerful commercial version. the refprop 9 software is a windows-based, multi-meter, multifluid, and multiflow
solution that can be deployed on desktop computers, laptops, tablets, and smart phones. the commercial version of refprop is priced at $9,000, and includes a browser-based user interface and data management system. the commercial version of refprop is priced at $9,000, and includes a browser-based user
interface and data management system. the commercial version also includes features such as a built-in electronic meter, totalizer, and multi-meter. refprop 9 is used for calibration of flow measurement and control equipment in all industries and academia. it can be used for calibration of chemical process
equipment, vapor-liquid contactors, fixed-bed reactors, and other process equipment. it is a desktop solution that allows users to take measurements across a wide range of flow rates. refprop 9 is used for calibration of flow measurement and control equipment in all industries and academia.
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alicats portable calibration units (pcu) have three (3) embedded flow meters. one meter is capable of 0 to 10 meters (20 ma), and the other two meters are capable of 0 to 20 meters (10 ma). the pcu is capable of a total turndown of a million to one, making this an extremely versatile instrument. alicats portable
calibration units (pcu) combine three (3) battery-powered flow meters of complimentary ranges in a single case, each with totalizer and nist-traceable high-accuracy calibration to a primary flow standard. with three overlapping measurement ranges, the pcu is capable of a total turndown of a million to one,

making this an extremely versatile instrument. refprop stands for reference fluid thermodynamic and transport properties. is a specialized engineering application database developed by nist that provides the most accurate physical thermal models for a wide range of major industry applications. this tool has
proven itself as a very useful tool for industry, government, and the scientific community. this program is also the main method for distributing the work done by the thermophysical features of the fluid group. refprop stands for reference fluid thermodynamic and transport properties. is aspecialized engineering
application database developed by nist that provides the most accurate physical thermal models for a wide range of major industry applications. this tool has proven itself as a very useful tool for industry, government, and the scientific community. this program is also the main method for distributing the work

done by the thermophysical features of the fluid group. 5ec8ef588b
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